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ABSTRACT 

Pareza, Indah. (2022). Code-Switching Used By Multilingual Person (Jerome 

Polin) In Nihonggo Mantappu Youtube Video. Padang: English 

Departement, Faculty of Language and Arts, Universitas Negeri Padang. 

 

This research is about code-switching used by a multilingual people, 

namely Jerome Polin in Nihonggo Mantappu youtube video. This research aims to 

identify the types, reasons, and errors made by Jerome Polin when he did code-

switching. The theories used in this research are by Bloom and Gumperz (1972) 

about types of code-switching, Hoffman (1991) about reasons why people did 

code-switching, and surface strategy taxonomy by Dulay et al (1982) about types 

of error. This research was descriptive research with a qualitative approach to 

solving research problems. The data was taken from the Nihonggo Mantappu 

youtube video, and in the form of utterances. The results of this research show 

there are five types of code-switching used by Jerome Polin caused by various 

reasons. In addition, it was also found that there were errors made even though he 

had mastered a language. 

 

Keywords: Multilingualism, Code-Swiching, Nihonggo Mantappu Youtube 

Channel. 
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ABSTRAK 

Pareza, Indah. 2022. Code-Switching Used By Multilingual Person (Jerome 

Polin) In Nihonggo Mantappu Youtube Video. Padang: English 

Departement, Faculty of Language and Arts, Universitas Negeri Padang. 

 

Penelitian ini merupakan analisis alih kode yang digunakan oleh seorang 

multibahasa yaitu Jerome Polin dalam video dalam akun youtube Nihonggo 

Mantappu. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengidentifikasi jenis, alasan, dan 

kesalahan yang dilakukan Jerome Polin saat melakukan alih kode. Teori yang 

digunakan dalam penelitian ini adalah Bloom dan Gumperz (1972) tentang jenis 

alih kode, Hoffman (1991) tentang alasan mengapa orang melakukan alih kode, 

dan surface strategy taxonomy oleh Dulay et al (1982) tentang jenis kesalahan. 

Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian deskriptif dengan pendekatan kualitatif untuk 

memecahkan masalah penelitian. Data yang digunakan diambil dari video youtube 

Nihonggo Mantappu, dan berupa tuturan. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan ada lima 

jenis alih kode yang digunakan oleh Jerome Polin yang disebabkan oleh berbagai 

alasan. Selain itu, ditemukan juga kesalahan yang dilakukan meskipun telah 

menguasai suatu bahasa. 

 

Kata Kunci: Multilingualism, Code-Swiching, Nihonggo Mantappu Youtube 

Channel. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of The Problem 

 The use of language in society is very important to create communication 

because language helps the speaker to convey the meaning they intend to the 

interlocutor.  Kridalaksana and Djoko Kentjono (in Chaer, 2014) stated that 

language is used by members of social groups to express feelings and thoughts, 

communicate, and cooperate. It is used as an intermediary tool between 

community members in a group and a tool used to interact individually or in 

groups. In some cases, language and social interaction have a reciprocal 

relationship, which means language forms social interaction, and social 

interaction forms language. Chaer (2006) says that a language is a tool used by 

people to communicate and cooperate. That is why language has a social function, 

namely as a connecting tool in society. 

Thomason (2001) said that language contact is the phenomenon of using 

two or more languages at the same time and place. It occurs when a speaker 

alternately incorporates elements of one language into different languages in 

social interaction. The purpose of using two or more languages in communication 

is to build good communication based on social factors, such as the social context 

of the interaction, the topic, and the function of communication. Language contact 

caused various linguistic phenomena, such as bilingualism, multilingualism, 

diglossia, code-switching, code-mixing, language shift, and so on. 
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The term bilingualism is often considered the same as the term 

multilingualism, which is a term used to describe the state of using more than one 

language by individuals, groups, or communities. However, these two terms 

literally have different meanings. According to Edwards (1994), multilingualism 

is the use of more than two languages, while bilingualism use only two languages. 

Such a phenomenon occurs because they have several ethnic groups that 

participate in shaping society so that from an ethnic perspective it can be said to 

be a plural society. The development of the language community from 

monolingual to bilingual and finally to multilingual is due to many factors, such 

as the development of information and communication technology, globalization, 

and education. Crystal in King (2018) said that being multilingualism is a natural 

thing, and speaking two or more languages in this era of globalization is a natural 

way of life for the human race. 

In the theory of sociolinguistics, people living in a multilingual society, as 

well as people with the ability to use two or more languages are more likely to do 

code-switching. Code-switching is an act of using two languages at once in a 

conversation. As stated by Rozillah (2021), “code-switching is a term that refers 

to the activities of a language speaker when exchanging the language he uses with 

another language in a conversation”. The difference between code-switching and 

code mixing is when someone uses one word or phrase from one language to 

another language it said as code-mixing. Meanwhile, code-switching is when the 

language is arranged structurally and grammatically in other language. For 
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example, in Indonesia a person changes their regional language to Bahasa 

Indonesia or English, then the speaker can be said to have switched the code. 

Furthermore, the phenomenon of code-switching can be found on various 

occasions featuring people with multilingual abilities, such as communication that 

occurs in everyday life, soap operas, song lyrics, written works such as novels, 

and videos uploaded on the video streaming platform, youtube. The phenomenon 

of code-switching is not something that is taboo nowadays. The number of people 

who can speak and master more than one language and the existence of language 

contact makes code-switching as a linguistic phenomenon that is often found. 

Several studies on code-switching have been conducted by researchers, 

such as Types and Speech Functions of Code-switching Used by Keara in 

Antalogi Rasa Novel by Reishna Nur Hutami (2017), Code-switching On The 

Utterances In Cinta Laura In “Brownis” Talk Show by Sahidul Irpandi (2019), 

and Types of Code-Switching used by Multilingual person on YouTube Channel 

by Rozillah (2021). These three studies found that there are three types of code-

switching used by the speaker, they are tag switching, intra-sentential, and inter-

sentential, and when doing code-switching, someone is influenced by the 

interlocutor. 

Based on the explanation above, the researcher was interested in analyzing 

this topic since code-switching is an interesting topic and it becomes a language 

phenomenon that occurs today. This topic is very important to be studied because 

code-switching is commonly used in varied situations. Based on several previous 

studies, the researcher was interested in examining the code-switching used by an 
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Indonesian youtuber who speaks more than two languages, namely Jerome Polin, 

who is the owner of the Nihonggo Mantappu youtube channel.  

In this study, the researcher was interested in examining the types of code-

switching carried out by Jerome Polin and the reasons why he did code-switching 

using a sociolinguistic approach.  Knowing the types and reasons for code-

switching by a language speaker was very important, considering that people are 

not familiar with the linguistic phenomena that surround them. When doing code-

switching, speakers who have mastered two or more languages are certainly made 

some errors. These errors can occur accidentally. The impact resulting from this 

error can also certainly affect the meaning of communication. The error referred 

to by the researcher in this study was a grammatical error that is not following the 

linguistic rules in the language used by the speaker at the time of code-switching. 

This research only focused on the grammatical errors made by Jerome Polin when 

he used English in his code-switching. 

 

1.2 Focus of the Problem 

The focus of this research identified the types, reasons why Jerome Polin 

did code-switching, and what types of error found in video entitled “Tomo Malu 

Sama Kelakuan Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers (Eng Sub)”. There 

were three theories used in this research. First, the theory proposed by Bloom and 

Gumperz (1972) about the types of code-switching. Furthermore, the theory of 

Hoffman (1991) used to find out the reasons for code-switching by a speaker. 
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Finally, the surface strategy taxonomy proposed by Dulay, et al (1982) to find out 

grammatical errors made by a speaker. 

 

1.3 Formulation of the Problem 

Based on the focus of the problem above, the formulation of the problem 

in this study how was the code-switching used by Jerome Polin in the video 

entitled “Tomo Malu Sama Kelakuan Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers 

(Eng Sub)”? 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

Based on explanation above, this research had three questions to answer: 

1. What were the types of code-switching used by Jerome Polin in video 

uploaded by Nihonggo Mantappu YouTube Channel entitled “Tomo Malu 

Sama Kelakuan Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers (Eng Sub)”? 

2. Why did Jerome Polin do code-switching in video uploaded by Nihonggo 

Mantappu YouTube Channel entitled “Tomo Malu Sama Kelakuan 

Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers (Eng Sub)”? 

3. What were the types of error Jerome Polin make video uploaded by 

Nihonggo Mantappu YouTube Channel entitled “Tomo Malu Sama 

Kelakuan Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers (Eng Sub)”? 
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1.5 Purposes of the Research 

In relation to the problems of this study, the purposes of this study were: 

1. To find the types of code-switching used by Jerome Polin in video 

uploaded by Nihonggo Mantappu YouTube Channel entitled “Tomo Malu 

Sama Kelakuan Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers (Eng Sub)”. 

2. To find out the reason why Jerome Polin did the code-switching in a video 

uploaded by Nihonggo Mantappu YouTube Channel entitled “Tomo Malu 

Sama Kelakuan Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers (Eng Sub)”. 

3. To find the types of error did by Jerome Polin in video uploaded by 

Nihonggo Mantappu YouTube Channel entitled “Tomo Malu Sama 

Kelakuan Jerome?! | Q&A Special 100k Subscribers (Eng Sub)”. 

 

1.6 Significance of The Research 

Theoretically, this research was expected to enrich the theory and 

discussion of code-switching, especially how to analyze code-switching used by 

someone in a conversation. Moreover, this research can help other researchers 

who are interested in the phenomenon of code-switching to analyze code-

switching in a YouTuber's video who can use more than one language. 

Practically, this research was expected to make multilingual people aware 

and understand that there is a linguistic phenomenon such as code-switching that 

occurs around them. For readers, this research was expected to provide an 

understanding to the public that there are many linguistic phenomena that occur in 

people's daily language activities, one of which is code-switching. In addition, 
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readers were expected to be able to recognize and understand what is meant by 

code-switching, the types of code-switching, and the reasons why someone did 

code-switching so that they can realize those language activities are not only 

activities of interacting with other people but also activities that can be studied 

and researched using language approaches, such as sociolinguistics. In addition, 

readers were also expected to be able to understand the types of errors 

encountered by a speaker even though they have mastered a language. 

 

1.7 Definition of Key Terms 

There were several keywords used by researchers in this research. It was 

important for the researcher to explain the concept of each of these terms so that 

there were no misunderstandings. 

1. Code-switching can be defined as the use  of  more  than  one  language,  

variety,  or  style  by  a  speaker  within  an utterance or discourse, or 

between different interlocutors or situations. 

2. Multilingualism is the use more then two languages in the same 

communication. 

3. Nihonggo Mantappu Youtube Channel is an account owned by Jerome 

Polin who uploads Jerome Polin's daily content, and also uploads many 

videos related to Japan. 

 

 

 


